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Guys, I wanted to make an intro here for the ones who are not very familiar with the mod. Audaces is a response to the negative response to 5's mod. 5 did something wrong, and we will never ever be able to play as 5. That's the story, here's the reality. 5 removed a lot of features. Audaces 3.50 will have all the features 5 removed from 5, so it will be unplayable
for 5. You will have a high chance to be "drowned" in a maelstrom of questlines and side quests. You will be able to press Y or CTRL + W and it will display the quest log, including tutorial quests. Audaces is a quest completion mod, not a quest planner. The quest planner will be released later this year. You will get a final part of the quest as a reward for trying
different combinations of quests. The quests will be the same quest, but with a few differences. There is no need for the quest planner, you will finish all of the quest solo. You will be able to have a custom level of quests. You can now change your quest levels by asking for a quest level from the NPC. For example you can see the mouse: "... the mouse in our
city gave me this quest..." The quest will give you experience, level up your character and items (like past games). There is a possibility to ask for the quest level from the NPCs. The quest will give you currency that you will be able to spend on the profession traders. You can also buy the different items from the NPC. There will be 5 quest levels. There is a
maximum of 5 questers you can have at a time. You can have 40 custom quests that you can only see in the quest journal. You can also have 40 custom quests in your quest journal (scroll to the right). You can share your custom quest with other players. It's possible to see the quest level as you quest, or track down the quest. This is used for the "duck-hunt"

quest. There is also a function called "Quick Action" that gives you a quest at your current level (something similar to how it is in 1). Go to "Extra options" and the tab "Quick Action" to see the list of quick actions that you can do. This will give you a quick quest
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Fame artist Bug buster Fame artist Bug buster Antivirus - Quite the program.. first scan found nothing. 8/10. It is easy to manage volumes and streams but
it only works half the time.. Setup file is located in (...\x64\Audaces.dll ), you can rename it "Audaces2.exe" or use "Renamer" to change its file name. Oct
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